A phantom and animal study of temperature changes during fMRI with intracerebral depth electrodes.
MRI is routinely used in patients undergoing intracerebral electroencephalography (icEEG) in order to precisely locate the position of intracerebral electrodes. In contrast, fMRI has been considered unsafe due to suspected greater risk of radiofrequency-induced (RF) tissue heating at the vicinity of intracerebral electrodes. We determined the possible temperature change at the tip of such electrodes during fMRI sessions in phantom and animals. A human-shaped torso phantom and MRI-compatible intracerebral electrodes approved for icEEG in humans were used to mimic a patient with four intracerebral electrodes (one parasagittal and three coronal). Six rabbits were implanted with one or two coronal electrodes. MRI-induced temperature changes at the tip of electrodes were measured using a fibre-optic thermometer. All experiments were performed on Siemens Sonata 1.5T scanner. For coronally implanted electrodes with wires pulled posteriorly to the magnetic bore, temperature increase recorded during EPI sequences reached a maximum of 0.6°C and 0.9°C in phantom and animals, respectively. These maximal figures were decreased to 0.2°C and 0.5°C, when electrode wires were connected to cables and amplifier. When electrode wires were pulled anteriorly to the magnetic bore, temperature increased up to 1.3°C in both phantom and animals. Greater temperature increases were recorded for the single electrode implanted parasagitally in the phantom. Variation of the temperature depends on the electrode and wire position relative to the transmit body coil and orientation of the constant magnetic field (B0). EPI sequence with intracerebral electrodes appears as safe as standard T1 and T2 sequence for implanted electrodes placed perpendicular to the z-axis of the magnetic bore, using a 1.5T MRI system, with the free-end wires moving posteriorly, in phantom and animals.